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Various initial-boundary value problems and Cauchy problems can be written in 
the form du/dt +&o(u) = 0, where cp: R -P iR is nondecreasing and A is the linear 
generator of strongly continuous nonexpansive semigroup eerA in an t’ space. For 
example, if A = --d (subject, perhaps, to suitable boundary conditions) we obtain 
equations arising in ffow in a porous medium or plasma physics (depending on the 
choice of o) while if A = a/& acting in L’(R) we have a scalar conservation law. 
In this paper we show that if M, m > 0 and mo’* < qq” 6 Mq”, where v E 
(1, - I), then (roughly speaking), the norm of t du/dt may be estimated in terms of 
the initial data u0 inL’. Such estimates give information about the regularity of 
solutions, asymptotic behaviour, etc., in applications. Side issues, such as the 
introduction of sufftciently regular approximate problems on which estimates can 
be made and the assignment of a precise meaning to the operator Ap, are also dealt 
with. These considerations are of independent interest. 
INTRODUCTION 
When applied to a solution u of the equation 
u, -L@(u) = 0 in (0, 00) X RN (1) 
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one of the main results of this paper implies that 
provided rp is nondecreasing, q(O) = 0 and has the property 
0 < m Q v'[~~~~~'<ikl a.e. rE R for v= 1 or v=-1. (3) 
r 
Indeed, when (3) holds so does (2) and C depends only on the structure 
constants m and M of (3). Note that the initial data ~(0, x) need only belong 
to L*(lF?‘). The validity of the “L’-regularizing” inequality (2) depends 
strongly on the properties of the operator -dy, in the space L’(lRN). These 
properties are in fact enjoyed by a large class of operators of the form Arp, 
where cp is as above and A is a linear operator in an L’ space. Indeed, it is 
enough that --A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
nonexpansive semigroup e -1A in L ’ such that 0 < u,, < 1 a.e. implies 0 < 
e -lAuo < 1 a.e. (i.e., e-IA is submarkovian). Thus the results apply to (1) set 
in a bounded domain with linear homogeneous boundary conditions of 
Dirichlet or Neumann type imposed on p(u). Similarly, -A can be replaced 
by more general elliptic operators and we can, for example, also exhibit the 
conservation law 
u, - cp(u>, = 0 on (O,co)XR (4) 
as an example of the theory developed here. 
Estimate (2) is already known if p(r) = T. In this event, (1) is the linear 
heat equation and (2) says that -A generates an analytic semigroup in 
L’(ii?), which is obvious from the solution formula. There has not been 
much success in developing a general nonlinear analogue of the linear idea of 
an analytic semigroup and only a few nonlinear results with estimates like 
(2) have been found. We refer to [ 71 for more comments in this direction as 
well as to (41 where a large class of homogeneous nonlinearities are 
exhibited which permit estimates like (2). The main contribution of this 
paper is the introduction of interesting new classes of such nonlinear 
examples. 
If rp(r)=lrl” ‘g st n r with a > 0, then v(r) rp”(r)/(rp’(r))’ = (a - 1)/a and 
(3) holds with m = Ja - 1 I/a =M and v=sign(a- 1) if a# 1. In this case 
(1) is covered by the results of [7]. Note that we exclude a = 1 here. As 
mentioned in [4], this is not surprising since the proof of our results also 
applies to (4) and no estimate like (2) holds if v(r) = r in (4). 
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We also show in this paper that nonnegative solutions of 
(which is given a precise sense in the text) satisfy a pointwise estimate 
for the class of operators Aq, where A is as above and the nondecreasing 
function u, satisfies ~(0) = 0 and 
a.e. r > 0. 
It was previously observed by Evans and one of the authors that (7) implies 
(6) for nonnegative solutions of (1). (Pointwise estimates like (6) are enloyed 
only by nonnegative solutions.) For q(r) = P, a > 0, this was first shown in 
the case of (1) by Aronson and Benilan [l] while [4] covers a general class 
of homogeneous nonlinearities. The paper [8] covers (1) for a quite general 
class of nonlinearities (considerably more general than [4]), but this result 
requires extensive exploitation of special properties of the Laplace operator. 
Here our result is more abstract, in the spirit of [4]. 
The first section is devoted to the abstract results. As usual, the problem 
of defining “A@ (and hence (5)) in a precise sense must be disposed of. 
Similarly, the appropriate meaning must be given to (2), its abstract 
analogue, and (6). These matters and the approximations introduced in the 
proofs of the main results are of substantial independent interest. Several 
proofs of results used in the sequel are collected in the Appendix. 
SECTION 1 
Throughout this section Q denotes a a-finite measure space with the 
measure denoted by “meas.” The norm of Lp(0) is denoted by I( &. The 
integral off E L’(B) over a measurable B c a is written either as Jb f or 
hxf dx. 
Recall that a (possibly nonlinear) mapping A: D(A) c X + X in a Banach 
space X is accrefive if for each 1 > 0, (I+ &4-i is a nonexpansive mapping 
of R(I + &i) (the range of I + U) intoX. If A is accretive and 
R(I + a) =X for A > 0 (equivalently, R(I + A) = X), then A is m-accretive. 
If A is linear and densely defined, then A is m-accretive if and only if -A is 
the infinitesimal generator of a (linear) strongly continuous nonexpansive 
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semigroup e -U on X. More generally, if A is accretive and R(Z t U) 2 D(A) 
for A > 0 it determines a (in general, nonlinear) strongly continuous none% 
pansive semigroup e-IA on D(A). (We use the notation ePtA in the linear and 
nonlinear cases.) See, e.g., [2,6, 91. 
We assume a densely defined linear operator A: D(A) t L ‘(l2) -+ L’(Q) is 
given which satisfies 
and 
A is m-accretive in L’(R) (AlI 
If~>O,fEL’(~),u,bERanda~f <ba.e., 
thena<(Z+ti)-'f <ba.e. (42) 
Since A is linear, densely defined, and m-accretive, (A2) is equivalent o 0 < 
f < 1 + 0 < e-IAf < 1. (Actually, (Al) and (A2) imply D(A) is dense [lo].) 
It was proved in [5] that for linear m-accretive A’s as above, (A2) is 
equivalent o 
If /3 is a maximal monotone graph in IR x IR with 0 E p(O), 
u E D(A), Au E LP(0), 1 < p < a3, 0 E Lp’(p--1)(s)), u(x) E 
/~(u(x)) a.e. then (A3) 
I 
v(x) Au(x) dx > 0. 
a 
The proper interpretation of “A$ is discussed next. Set 
Y0 = (rp: 1R -+ IR; cp is continuous, nondecreasing and (p(O) = 0). 
For any rp E $ and B: D(B) E L’(0) + L’(Q) the operator Bo in L’(Q) is 
first defined in the obvious way: 
W9) = (u E LVJ); (P(u) E W)}, 
vu E w9,), Brp(u) = B(rp(u))* 
(1.1) 
The proposition below summarizes ome results which follow easily from 
the results and arguments of, e.g., [5]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be linear, densely defined and satisfy (Al), (A2). 
Let 9 E <YO. Then: 
(i) A9 is accretive in L ‘($2). 
(ii) For each E>O and n>O, cZ+A(Z+ IA-’ satisfies (Al), (A2). 
(iii) For each E > 0, (&I + A)9 is m-accretive in L’(Q). 
(iv) For I ) 0, (Z + l.A9)-’ is an order-preserving, nonexpansive 
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mapping of R(I + tip,> into L’(0). Moreover, f E R(I + ,&Iv), a, b E R and 
a < f < b a.e. implies a < (I + Up,)- ‘f < b a.e. 
(4 I141p ,< IlV + J.4)Wll,for u E WW, 1 4 P < ~0. 
The main omission of Proposition 1 is the assertion that Ay, is m-accretive. 
In general this fails even if A satisfies (Al), (A2). However, the pair (A, q) 
typically determines an m-accretive operator A, which extends &I and (A, q) 
always determines an accretive operator A, for which R(I + U,) 13 L ‘(0) + 
as is stated in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be linear, densely defined and sarifly (Al), (A2). 
Let v, E 9, and assume at least one of the conditions: 
(i) 0 is strictly increasing, 
(ii) 3, > 0, K such that ((p(r)/ < K 1 r ) for ( r ( < rO, or 
(iii) meas(0) < co. 
Then there is an m-accretive operator A, in L’(D) which extends Ay, such 
that for every 1 > 0 and f E L ’ (0) 
FI$I+A(EI+A~)-!f=(l+U,)-‘f. (1.2) 
Moreover, for every p E Y0 there exists an accretive operator A, in L’(n) 
which extends A9 such that (1.2) holds for every L > 0 and f E L ’ (a) + = 
{f EL’(O): f 20). 
Proposition 2 is tangential to our main concerns and is discussed and 
proved in the Appendix. 
Each v, we deal with will allow the application of Proposition 2, and we 
take A, to be the correct interpretation of Aq in (5). Solutions of (5) are then 
understood in the sense of nonlinear semigroup theory-i.e., u(t) = e-‘%(O). 
An important fact for our presentation is the: 
CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let G,, n = 1,2,..., co be a sequence of 
accretive operators in L’(B) such that D(G,) 2 D(G,) and R(I + AG,) =I 
D(G,) for n = 1, 2,..., 00 and L > 0. Assume 
lim (1+1G,)-‘f =(I+AG,)-‘f n-a, 
for f E D(G,) and I > 0. Then whenever f, E D(G,) and f, --t f, E D(G,) 
we have 
lim emfG.fn =ePfGafoO 
*+a, 
uniformly for bounded t ) 0. (All convergences are in L’(a).) 
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This theorem is a special case of known results (see, e.g., [6] for 
references). It follows from Proposition 1 and the convergence theorem that 
lim, lo e -tw+A)eu = e-fA mu uniformly for bounded t > 0 whenever u, E 
D((eZ +A)cp) con:erges to u E D(A,). 
Our main goal is to estimate the speed of the semigroup e-tA* generated 
by -A, under suitable assumptions on 9. We will prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let A be linear, densely defined, satisfy (Al), (A2) and 
9 E %YO. Assume 
and: 
9 E C’@?\(O)), 9’ is locally Lipschitz on lR\{O\, (1.3) 
There exists m, it4 > 0 and v E (- 1, 1 } such that 
m(cp’W* G v9@) 9”(r) Q W9’W a.e. rE R. (1.4) 
Then 9 satisfies either (i) or (ii) of Proposition 2 and for S(t) = eetA*, 
uo E W,h 
lim II s(t t h) uo - SW ~0111 < c 
hl” h ~IlUOlll~ (1.5) 
where C = 2(M + l)(m + 2M)/m*. 
Remarks. (a) A ssumption (1.4) is a natural generalization of the 
condition 99”/(9’)’ = C # 0 which is the homogeneous case treated in [4]. 
Note that w = 1 and v = -I correspond to quite different behajviours of 9. 
For instance, if v = 1 then 9 is convex on [0, 00) while if v = -1 it is 
concave. 
One can easily see that for 9 E Yo, (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent o 
9 E cw\vw, 9l9’ is Lipschitz continuous on R and 
v-m>v -T ‘>v--A4 
( ) 9’ 
(where 9/9’ is understood to vanish if 9(r) = 9’(r) = 0 or r = 0), 
or 
r + & j9(r)(‘-“m (log I9(r)l if vm = 1) is convex and 
~+-&$9W~vM (log ) (p(r)1 if vM = 1) 
is concave on each of (-co, 0) and (0, co). 
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Note that v = 1 implies m < 1. Also note that if u = 1, the convexity implies 
lv(r)l <K 14, K = max(@(r, +), @(rO-)), on 1 rl< r0 so Proposition 2(ii) 
holds, while if v = -1 either Q, 3 0 on [O, co) or (p is strictly increasing by 
(1.6) and Proposition 2(i) holds. 
(/3) It would be interesting to know if the existence of the upper bound 
M in (1.4) is necessary to have an estimate like (1.5). Our next result shows 
one needs only m if the initial data are nonnegative and v = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be linear, densely defined, satisfy (Al), (A2) and 
q E Z$. Assume m > 0, m # 1, v E (-1, 1) and 
+---p(r)- is convex on (0, a3). t l-8) 
Let A, be as in Proposition 2 and S(t) = e-IA++. Then for u0 > 0, 
uo E W,) 
t -+ vt”‘mp(S(t) uo(x)) is nondecreasing a.e. x E ~2. (1.9) 
If also v = 1 (so m < l), then 
lim IIs@ + h) u. - W uolll G 2(1 -m) 
h10 h mt Il%lll. (1.10) 
Remarks. Notice that (1.9) is a weak formulation of 
vt d” 1 P(U) --p---7 m f~‘t4 
where u = S(t) U, . If v = 1, then cp(u)/@(u) < (1 - m)u, so we obtain 
t(du/dt) > -(( 1 - m)/m)u. This means t--f t (l-m)‘mS(t) a0 is nondecreasing, 
which may be deduced from (1.9) directly when v = 1. 
We begin the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. While the formal manipulations 
which are the basis of the main estimates are quite straightforward, there are 
considerable difficulties concerning regularity to be overcome. We use a 
four-layered approximation process to dispose of these difticulties. One has 
been introduced already, namely, the approximation of A, by (cl+ A)p. To 
this we add the regularization of A itself by its Yosida approximation A, = 
A-‘(I- (I+U)-‘)=A(I+U)-’ and, in turn, the replacement of 9 by its 
Yosida approximation p, = a-‘(1 - (I+ a~))‘). A fourth approximation 
process is introduced later. We recall that A, is m-accretive, defined on all of 
L’(R) and bounded. Moreover, by Proposition 1, [I(1 + U)-‘fll, < I/f/l, for 
fELP(S2)nL’(.Q), l<p<oo and rZ>O, Thus AA:L1(Q)nLP(f2)-, 
L’ (0) n Lp(0) and A, on this domain is accretive and Lipschitz continuous 
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in the LP(R) norm. The next lemma handles the problem of passing to the 
limit in the approximation of 9 by 9, as a 10. 
LEMMA 5. Let 9 E ,YO, u, E L ’ ($2) n L”)(Q), 9(u0) E L * (f2). Let E, 1, 
a > 0, and B = EI + A,. Then the problems 
g t B9,(u,) = 0, u,(O) = u,, 
$ + B&U) = 0, u(0) = u() 
have unique solutions u,, u E W’*a3([0, 00): L ‘(0)). 
Moreover 
liiupu in C([O, T]: L’(R)) 
liI-$L~ in L’(0, T: L’(Q)) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
for every T > 0. 
Proof of Lemma 5. 
L’(n). Moreover B9, 
By Proposition 1, B9, and B9 are m-accretive in 
-+B9 as a 10 in the sense (I +,?B9,)-‘f-+ 
(Z + AB9) - ’ f for f E L l(Q), A > 0. Indeed, if f E L ’ (0) and 
0, + M9Av,) = j-3 u t ABy = f 
we also have u, - ZJ + AB9,,(v,) - ,lB9,(u) = kl?(cp(u) - 9,(u)). Since B9, is 
accretive this yields 
llua--UII1 alIBII Il9@)-9J~Il* 
and the right-hand side tends to 0 as 01 f 0 because 9(u) E L I(Q), [9,,(v)l< 
I9(v)l and 9,(u) -9(v) a.e. by standard properties of the Yosida 
approximation 9,. Let T,(t) = e-*‘m and T(t) = e- rBv. Since B9, --* B9, 
u,(t) = T,(t) u0 --$ T(t) u,, = u(t) in L’(a) as a 1 0 uniformly for bounded 
t > 0. Now B9, is Lipschitz continuous so u, E C’((0, co): L’(Q)) and 
< lIB9,,04,)ll, for t > 0 
1 
by the accretivity of B9,,. As 19d(~0)l < I9(u,,)l, B9,,(u,) is bounded in L’(B) 
580/45/Z-5 
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independently of a > 0 and hence so are du,/df and I, = -B -’ (du,/dt) 
bounded in L “(0, co : L ‘(0)). Moreover 
Since B enjoys property (A2) together with A, 11 u&)/lo, Q (( u~[(~. It 
follows that rp,(u,) is bounded in L”O(Q) uniformly in a, c > 0 and then, by 
interpolation, in every Lp(12). We conclude that du,/dt is bounded in 
Lm(O, co: L’(L!)). This together with U, + u in C([O, co): L’(Q)), shows 
du/dt E L Q) (0, co : L*(Q)) and du,/dt --) du/dt weakly in L ’ (0, T: L*(D)) for 
each T > 0. From cp,(u,) = B - ‘(-du,/df) and the boundedness of B - ’ in 
L*(0) it then follows that rp,(u,) + -B-‘(du/dt) weakly in L2(0, T: L’(0)). 
On the other hand, cp,(u,) -+ q(u) in measure and so q(u) = -B-‘(du/dt), 
which establishes (1.12) and its consequence 
Assume now u,, 20 so u,, u 2 0. By (1.14), (1.15) and u,+ u in 
C([O, 00): LW) we conclude p,(u,) -+ q(u) in measure and 
Since p&,), p(u) > 0 this implies (p,(u,) + (p(u) in L’(0, T: L’(0)). If u, is 
not of fixed sign we may estimate cp,(u,) by I, <p&J < o,(w,), 
where w, = T,(t) ut, v, = TJt)(-u;). Since o,(v,) and (p,(w,) converge in 
L’(0, T: L’(G)) and q,(u,) converges in measure, p,(u,) converges in L ‘. 
By the continuity ofB 
duu, 
dr = --Bv,W -+ $ in L’(0, T: L’(0)). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The next lemma, which establishes the desired estimates on solutions of 
(1.12) with a little extra regularity on q~, contains the heart of the proof. 
LEMMA 6. Let pEYo, uoEL1(f2)nLm(G) and (~(t(~)EL’(f2). Let u 
be the solution of (1.12). 
(i) Let p E C*(IR\(O}) and satisfy (1.4). Then 
(1.16) 
with C(m, M) = 2(M + l)(m + 2kf)/m2. 
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(ii) Let v, E C*(O, co), rp/q’ E C’((0, a3)) and satisfy (1.8). Let u. > 0. 
Then 
“&> 1 cp(u) 
dt ’ mt cp’o’ 
(1.17) 
Remarks. If (1.8) is satisfied with v = 1 (and hence m < 1) and if 
(o-‘(O) = [0, r,,], then for r > r0 
cptwm < rp’o9 
1-m 
-(r-t-J or 
’ &9m 
-$$ < (1 - m)(r - ro). 
If v = -1, then r. = 0 and (q/q’)(O+) = 0, but (o/p’) is not necessarily 
bounded in a neighborhood of 0. Because of this we impose the extra 
condition (p/p’) E C’([O, co)) in (ii). Note that the stronger condition (1.4) 
implies (1.6) and so 
(V-m)>? ; ‘>v--M, ( 1 I%1 <@f+ l)lrl 
on R\(O). 
Proof of Lemma 6. Throughout the computations to follow we will use 
the fact that if p: R + R is Lebesgue measurable and bounded, j(r) = 
J”: p(s) ds and w E W’91(0, T: L’(Q)), then j(w) E W’*‘(O, T: L’(52)) and 
-$ j(w) = p(w) -$ a.e. 
In particular, the above relation with p equal to the characteristic function of 
a null set Nc R (so j E 0) implies that (dw/dt)(t, x) = 0 a.e. on 
{(f, x): w(t, x) E N}. 
The above is well-known when L’(Q) = R. For the reader’s convenience a 
proof for this case is given in Lemma a.1 of the Appendix. The general case 
follows by use of Fubini’s theorem. 
The main part of the proof of the lemma is the introduction of the function 
where p E R is a parameter to be chosen, and the study of the equation 
satisfied by U. Here and below, the subscript t denotes differentiation in 1. 
It is first assumed that cp is locally Lipschitz on R for (i) and on [0, co) 
for (ii). (This is implied by the assumptions if v = 1; if v = -1 we later 
approximate cp by rp,.) Since u E W’gm(O, T: L’(R)), we have p(u) E 
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W'(0, T: L'(O)) and q(u), = q’( u u,. As 3 is linear and continuous (I. 12) ) 
proves that u E W’,‘(O, T: L’(Q)) and 
Ugt + B(qf(u) 24,) = 0. (1.19) 
Differentiating (1.18) we find 
V,=U,+tU,,+p ( 1 ; ’ (u)ut* 
Taken together, (1.19) and (1.20) imply 
tu, + B(rqf(u)u) + G(u)u = pG(u) - 
t(u) 
where G(r) = -p 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
Set 
i 
1117 r > 0, 
I 
to19 r> 0, 
signr= [-1, l],r=O, sign- r= [O,-l],r=O, 
i-11, r<O, {-1}, r<O. 
A selection out of sign u means a measurable function a such that a(x) E 
sign v(t, x) a.e. x, etc. To prove (i), multiply (1.21) by a selection out of 
sign u (which is a subset of sign q’(u)u) and use the accretivity of B in 
L' (0) to conclude 
If we choose p = 2v/m the assumptions on q imply 
1 <G(r)<:- 1; I drl (p’0S (M-b l)lrJ. 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
Estimates (1.23) used in (1.22) and integration in time of the result yields 
(G(u)- l)lvlG;$%+ l,f( IuI 0 D 
< 4M(M+ 1) 
. m2 t IIUOlll~ (1.24) 
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where the last inequality comes from the accretivity 
implies (( u(Ii is nonincreasing. From (1.24) we have 
of Bq in L’(Q) which 
and this with the definition (1.18) of u implies 
whence the result. 
For (ii), we choose p = v/m which implies G(r) > 0 on (0,)co). Then 
multiply (1.21) by a selection out of v sign-(vu) (which is a subset of 
v sign-(v9’(u)v)) and use (A3) for B to conclude 
--t f (‘ (vu)-(c) > 0. 
‘R 
Since 
vu(O)=-- , 1 9bo) > o 
m 9’(ao) 
the above implies vu(t) > 0. Recalling the definition (1.18) of u this implies 
(1.25) 
This implies vtcp(u), > -9(u)/ m which is equivalent o (~“‘“9(u))~ > 0. 
When 9 is not locally Lipschitz on R (or 10, co) for (ii)) we approximate 
9 by its Yosida approximation (Pi and u by the u, of (1.11). Unfortunately, 
9, need not satisfy (1.4). Indeed, 9,(r) = 9(y,(r)), where y,(r) = 
(I + a9)- ‘(1) and so 
and 
9&(r) = rp’(y&))l(l + a9’(y&))) 
d 9fJr) = 1_ 9(?*(r)) cp”(Y*(r)) 
dr rp&W WM~)YlI~ + a@(rcm)l ’ 
It follows that if (1.4) holds, G, is defined as in (1.21) with 9, in place of 9 
and p = 2v/m then 
and I G,W\ < =f/m. 
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Since (D, is Lipschitz, computations leading to (1.22) are valid with u, , v, = 
%zf + PPa(u,)/P;(u,x G, in place of U, v, G and integration together with 
(1.26) gives 
(G&L)- Wal+l +M)tlIuoll,. (1.27) 
By Lemma 4, u,, --) nl in L ‘(0, T: L’(a)). It also follows from (1.26) and 
u,-+u in C([O, T]: L’(G)) that ~,W/O4J -+ coW~‘(4 in 
L’(0, T: L’(0)). Hence v,-t v in L’(0, T: L’(Q). Since ~1 E C*(R/{O}), 
G,(r) converges to G(r) for r # 0. Hence G,(u,) I v,( (interpreted as 0 at 
points where u, vanishes, since v, = 0 a.e. on {(t, x): u,(t, X) = 0)) converges 
to G(u) 10) in L’(0, T: L’(.tJ)). Thus one may pass to the limit in (1.27) to 
obtain the desired conclusion. 
To obtain (ii) we also approximate u by u, as above. Estimates (1.26) 
need not hold now, but since (p/v’ E C’([O, co]], (p,/rp;)’ and G, remain 
locally bounded on [0, ~0) uniformly in a. Hence the convergence assertions 
above remain valid and we can pass to the limit in the inequality 
-i$l, (~a)- -I, G&&v,)- 2 -;I, (G&J)- (+$-f)v 
(I a 
which is deduced from the a-version of (1.21) with p = v/m as before. Since 
G(u) > 0, we then obtain that I, (vv)- is nondecreasing and finish as before. 
Proof of Theorem 3. There are three steps of the proof remaining. We 
first show that if a satisfies (1.3) and (1.4), then it can be locally approx- 
imated by functions p,, satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 5 in such a way 
that ePfB”‘n converges uitably to e-lBrp. Then we show that Bq = (&I+ A,)yl 
converges to (&I+ A)cp as L 10. Finally we deduce (1.5) as a consequence of 
(1.16) in the various limits. 
We know that (1.4) may be restated as the Lipschitz continuity of rplq’ 
(extended as zero on (p = 0)) together with 
(1.28) 
Let g E C([O, co)) be of locally bounded variation, g(0) = 0, and consider 
the approximations g,, n = 1, 2,..., given by 
g,(r) = T, g(r) = n 1: entswr)g(s) ds = g(r) - 1: e”‘s-r’dg(s) (1.29) 
so that 
g;(r) = n 1: encs-‘)dg(s). (1.30) 
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From (1.29) we see that T,, g is C’ and converges as n -+ co uniformly to g 
on compact sets. Moreover, if g is nondecreasing, then g,,(r) is nondecreasing 
in r as well as n and g, increases to g. Moreover, from (1.30) we see that 
0 < g’ < K implies 0 < g; <K. Set g(r) = (v - m)r - vcp(r)/cp’(r) and define 
9, on 10, 00) by v9,/9; = (V - m)r - T, g, 9,(rl) = 9(rt), where rI is chosen 
so that 9(r,) > 0 and large enough for what comes later. Since 
-r 9;(s) 
9,(r) = 9(5) ew jr, a, ds3 
n 
the above considerations imply that 9@ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 6 
(with the same M and m as 9) and 9,, decreases (respectively, increases) to 9 
on [0, r,] if v = 1 (respectively, v= -1). We could likewise arrange that 9, 
converge monotonically to 9 in the opposite sense by choosing g(r) = 
(v - M)r - T,, g. The analogous process is done on (-a, 01 to define 9n on 
IA so that 9,, converges monotonically to 9 on [-rl, r,]. 
Now, for fE L’(R) with Ijflj, < r,, let A > 0 and u, be the solution of 
U, + U?~,(U,) = J By Proposition I(v) applied to B, [(u,& < Ijfll,, for 
p = 1, co. Hence u, is bounded in L’ (0) and has its values in the interval for 
which n -+ 9,(r) is monotone. Since B - ’ is bounded, (P,,(u,)= 
,I-‘B-‘(f - un) is also bounded in L’(Q). Since n -+ 9,(r) is monotone so is 
n + 9,(u,) (Lemma a.2 of the Appendix). Hence 9,(u,) converges in L ‘(0) 
and so does u,, by continuity of B. The limit u clearly satisfies 
u + 1B9(u) = f. It follows from the convergence theorem that e-tR@%,, -+ 
e-‘B’%,, whenever u0 E L’(R), I(u,,([~ < r,. 
For the second step, let Us, u solve 
u,l+ w+A3)(P(UJ=fi 24 + (&I +A)cp(u)= f? 
respectively, where f E L’(Q) and 9 E ,4p0. Rewriting the second equation as 
u + (EZ + A,) (P(U) = f + A,9(u) - A9(u) and using this, the first equation 
and accretivity we find 
II u - u*ll, < llA.l9(u> - &(u)ll,. 
Since A is linear, densely defined and m-accretive, A, u + Au as A 10 for all 
u E D(A) and we conclude that Us -+ u in L I (f2). Thus (EZ + A,)9 -+ 
(EZ + A)9. 
Now let 9 satisfy (1.3), (1.4) and u,, E D((sZ + A)cp). Choose u{ E 
L1 (Q) n L*)(R) whose support is of finite measure so that u{ -+ u, in L’(n). 
With 9,, as above, we fix j and let rl > II d;II,. Set 
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Since emacpnUJo + eerBrp ’ u, uniformly for bounded t and u’(t) = ewLBmu{ E 
W’*‘([O, co): L’(D)) by Lemma 5, the above inequality is correct with uj in 
place of u,. Moreover, since t-1 Il(du’/dt)(t)ll, is nonincreasing, we have 
(1.31) 
Now epfBVtii + e-fB%,, as j-t 00, so (1.31) holds with u, = e-f(F’+A)‘+$, in 
place of uj. We may then send E to 0 to find (1.5). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The property (1.9) can be obtained from 
Lemma 6(ii) by successive approximations as above. Assumption (1.8) 
implies that (V - m)r - vo(r)/u,‘(r) is nondecreasing. As above, it is the 
increasing limit of C’ nondecreasing functions on [0, co] and we can 
construct o’n satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 6(ii) converging 
monotonically to q on any [0, r,]. The rest is as above. 
For (1. lo), if u is a solution of (1.12), we use that 
Jo 141 = jQ @, + 2h-) 
by (A3) applied to B, I, u, < 0. By (1.17), 
Hence 
and (1.10) follows. 
APPENDIX 
Let a, E <YO and A satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2. We may simply 
define A, by 
g E A,(u) if 31> 0 and f E L’(.C?) such that if u, = 
(I+ft((&I+Ab))-‘f,thenlim,1,u,=uandg=I-’g-u). G-4 
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To see that A, extends A9, observe that if ZJ E D(A9), f = u t Ll9(u), and 
u,=(Z+L(sZtA)9)-‘fthen 
so A-‘(f - UJ -+ A-‘(f - u) =A9(u). To see that A9 is accretive, set C, = 
(&I + A)9 for E > 0. Now if g E A,u, (a.1) implies the existence of U, such 
that u, ---) u and C,u, + g, i.e., A, c limElo inf C,. But the limit inferior of a 
family of accretive operators is clearly accretive. 
We next show R(Z t AA,)2 L’(O)+, (Z + AA,)-’ L’(O)+ CL’@)+ and 
(Zt1(~ZtA~)~‘f-r(Z+~,)~1ffor1>OandfEL’(~)t.Thismerely 
requires showing that if 1 > 0, f E L’(G)+ and U, solves 
UC + G9(%) + A9W) = f (a.2) 
then u, > 0 and limelo U, exists. Now u, > 0 follows from Proposition 1, as 
does the estimate 
II u, + ~&co(U,)ll* = llU,ll~ + A& Il9(u,)ll, G llfll, . (a.31 
Moreover, we show that u, is nonincreasing in E. This monotonicity and 
estimate (a.3) imply lim c 1 0 u, exists. Indeed, if E > q > 0 we have (because 
9(%) > 0) 
u, + J4r9(u,) + A9(%)) = f - A(E - II) 9(u,) ,< f, 
u, -I- UcP(%J + A9(u,)) = f- 
Now by Proposition 1, (Z + A(r,rZ +.4)9)-l is order preserving and thus 
u,<uu,. 
Remark. It would be nice (especially below) if EV)(U,) + 0 in L’(Q), in 
which case the current task would be quite simple. However, examples how 
this to be false in general. 
The final assertion of Proposition 2 has already been verified. We consider 
next the case in which 19(r)) ,< K It1 on lrl Q rO. We now seek to show that if 
u, soIves (a.2) and f E L’(s)) is arbitrary, then limElo u, exists. Since 
(Z + d(sZ + A)9-’ is nonexpansive, it suffices to choosef from the dense set 
L’WnLYW Then IbElla, G Ilfll, and there is another constant K, such 
that II9Wll UG Id on I4 < Ilfll,. Hence 9(u,) is bounded in L’(a) by 
K, 11 u,\\~. Since (a.3) still holds, E(P(u,) -+ 0 in L’ (52) and 
II~,-~,ll,=II~~+~9~-‘Cf-~~9~~,~~-~~+~9~-’~f-~~9~~,~~ll, 
G 4l~9Wll I + II r9kJlJ 
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so u, is Cauchy in L’(J?) as E LO. The case rneas 0 < 00 is similar, since 
then E&U,) + 0 in Lw(L?) implies the convergence in L’(0). 
Remark. The above proof shows that A, is the closure of Ap in these 
cases. With 0 = R, p(r) = r3, A = 0 we have an example where A, # Ap. 
The remaining case is the one in which v, is strictly monotone. Again let 
f E L’(f2)n Lw(sh) and u, solve (a.2). Let u,, , u,- solve 
u,, + ~(~(P(JG,) +A&d) = v-“9 v=*. 
By the order-preserving properties, u,- < u, < u,, . Moreover, by the first 
case treated above, u,, converges monotonically as E 10 to u, E L ‘(0) and 
so u-<J+(u+. Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem, it is 
enough to show that for 6 > 0 
lim meas{]u, - u,( > S} = 0. 
S.rl-10 
Since u,, url are bounded and a, is strictly monotone, there is a p > 0 such 
that {Iu,-u,l>SJcIl~(u,)-~(~,)I>~}.Now 
Letp(r)=l ifr>p,p(r)=-1 ifr<-~andp(r)=Oif]r(<~.Multiplythe 
above by p(q(u,) - q~(u,)), integrate, and use (a.3) to conclude 
Now let K > 0 be such that {]u, - u,] > K} 2 {J&u,) - q(u,)J > ,u}. There is 
such a K because q is continuous. We have, by the above, 
< II vdu,> - ~&4ll* meWI&,) - co(u,l > PU)*‘~- 
But EV)(U,) is bounded in L’(R) and tends to zero in L”O(l2). Thus ELI + 0 
in Lp(12), 1 < p < co, and we conclude that meas{]q&) -q&)] > ,u} and 
so meas{ ] u, - u, ( > S} tends to zero as E, q + 0, thus completing the proof. 
Remarks. (a) W d e o not know if (I + J(cI + A )p) -’ converges as E 1 0 
for every (D E <To. 
(p) The definition of A, is consistent with known examples. One 
important case is LI = RN and A = 4. The construction of [3] coincides 
with ours when Proposition 2 applies, however, in [3] precise information on 
the domain of A, is obtained and more general q’s are permitted. 
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LEMMA a.1. Let p: R --t 1A be Lebesgue measurable, bounded and j(r) = 
jr, p(s) ds. Let w E W17’(0, T: L’(R)). Then j(w) E W1vl(O, T: L’(R)) and 
$ j(w) = p(w) $- a.e. (a.41 
Proof. Let us treat the case L’(Q) = R. Then the general case follows by 
using Fubini’s theorem and looking directly at lim,,10 (j(w(t + h)) - 
AW))lh. 
One has to prove 
- 1” v/‘(t) j(w(t)) dt = 1’ v(t) p(w(t)) w’(t) dt Vty E C,“(O, T) (a.5) 
-0 0 
with the proof demonstrating the measurability of p(w) w’ so that the 
equation has a meaning. Notice that if (a.4) holds for a sequence (p,, j,) in 
place of (p, j) and pn converges boundedly everywhere to p, then (a.5) holds 
for (P, j). 
Relation (a.5) is obvious if p is continuous. If 0 is open in R and p is the 
characteristic function x0 of 0, then p is the increasing limit of continuous 
functions. Hence (a.5) holds with p =x0. 
If NCR is a null set, then there is a decreasing sequence 0, of open sets 
such that 0,,3 N and meas 0, + 0. Let N’ = 0, 0, so that x,,,, = lim,+, x0,, 
is the decreasing limit of characteristic functions of open sets. By the above 
remarks, (a.5) holds with j = 0 and p =xNt, so 0 = xN(w) w’ a.e. and 
w’ = 0 a.e. on {t E (0, 7): w(t) E N c N’}. 
If E c (0, T) is measurable, then there exists a decreasing sequence 0, of 
open sets such that 0, 1 E and meas{n” O,,\E} = 0. Set E’ = n, 0,. We 
have, by the above remarks, &f(W) w’ =&(w) w’ +x&w) w’ = 
xE(w) w’ a.e. and the validity of (a.5) for p = xEC implies the validity for xE. 
Since any bounded measurable function is the uniform limit of a sequence of 
simple functions the proof is complete. 
LEMMA a.2. Let B be linear, densely defined ana’ satisfy (Al), (A2). Let 
cp, IJI E P, and q(r) > v(r)for all t. Let u E D(Bq), u E D(B,) and 
u + Brp(u) = u + Bw(u). 
men cp(u) > v(u)~ 
Proof. We have 
u - u + B@(u) - v/(u)) = 0. (a4 
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p(x) = -1 if &4x)) < v(Q)> 
P(X) = 0 otherwise. 
Then ~(4 E PkW4) - VW))), where 
P(r) = 10) if r > 0, 
P(r) = IO, 1 I if r=O, 
B(r) = PI if r < 0. 
Moreover, @ - ~1 p(d4 - ~(4) = b - 4 on N4 < ~441 by the 
monotonicity of q and ~0 > I+Y, while (U - V) J@(U) - v/(v)) > 0. Multiplying 
(a.6) by p(q$u) - v(u)) and integration with the use of (A.3) yields 
J lu -ul<O IdU)<ti(V)l 
so P(U) 2 v(u)* 
Remark. If it is known that (1 uJILrn, I( VI/,, ,< T-, and q(r) > v(r) holds for 
Irl ( r, we clearly have the same conclusion. 
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